
GEORGIA 201
THE WILD, WILD WEST



REVIEWING GEORGIA 101
EVERYTHING WE COVERED IN THE PREVIOUS SESSION…IN UNDER FIFTEEN MINUTES

our goal last time was to 
establish CONTEXT...

ORIENTATION
The Lay of the Land

ENVIRONMENT
Topography, Climate, Soils

WINEMAKING
tools, techniques, challenges

HISTORY & CULTURE
Apocrypha, Big-H, Little-H, Culture



WHERE IS GEORGIA, ANYWAY?
Short answer: it’s the fulcrum between Eastern Europe & Western Asia

Georgia borders... 
Russia to the north,
The Black Sea to the west,
Turkey to the southwest, and
Armenia & Azerbaijan to the Southeast.

This is not the quietest neighborhood, 
geopolitically speaking! 

Population: 3.7 million 
Area: 69,700km²* 

*A bit bigger than W Virginia, a bit smaller than Ireland



THE LAND
So Many Mountains!
85% of total land area is mountainous

So Many Rivers!
3 major river basins (Alazani, Iori, Rioni)
100s of smaller tributaries

So Many Biomes!
Everything from subtropical 
rainforests to arid deserts to 

alpine glaciers



THE CLIMATE (in general)*

In the coastal and western areas (zone #1), climate is subtropical
→ moderate temperatures -- thanks, Black Sea! -- and plentiful rain

Moving east (zone #2), the climate becomes continental
→ hot and dry...some areas have 10% or less of the rainfall seen in the west

In the high mountains (zones #3), climate is truly alpine
→ Very cold with abundant snow, especially close to Greater Caucasus Range

*NB: Microclimatic variation abounds, often related to topography



some more climate generalities
wetter

dryer

subtropical continental

colder

warmer



Bad news: consistent, comprehensive information on vineyard soils is rare.
Good news: More and more growers & scholars are undertaking intensive soil analyses.
In General (As much as generalizing is possible, which isn’t very much): 

- Soils in the west are heavier clays, with lower pH - often volcanic primary material 
- Moving east, pH rises along with content of limestone, alluvium, sand
- Soils in more northerly regions are stonier and generally more alkaline

THE SOIL



WEST
EASTCENTER

MACRO-REGIONS

TODAY WE ARE
FOCUSED ON THE WEST

(more on that shortly)



THE WINE REGIONS



VITICULTURE, VINIFICATION & OTHER PRACTICES OF GEORGIAN WINE



VITICULTURAL CHALLENGES & 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
In a famously deep endemic ampelographic 
pool with many endangered varieties…

...A Vibrant movement is underway to 
find, replant and repropogate

Though many old vineyards were lost in the 
20th century as wine industrialized…

...replanting is occurring all over the 
country and older sites are being 
rehabilitated

In spite of little infrastructure... 
...Viticultural training & knowledge 
of best practices is rapidly expanding



TRADITIONAL WINEMAKING
Reliance on autochthonous varieties
Widespread use of extended skin maceration
Near-exclusive reliance on qvevri
Limited or no filtration/fining
Link to historical Georgian reliance on home winemaking



A WORD ON QVEVRI
Origins of Qvevri

Manufacturing process
Different clay technologies - European vs. Georgian

Clay types



THE SOVIET LEGACY & 
THE INTERNATIONAL STYLE

Use of steel, oak for fermentation & aging
Use of cultured yeasts and temp. control
Limited use of skin maceration for whites
fining/filtration common



Origin Stories...A Clear Pattern Emerges
- God’s Special Stash
- St Nino & The Grapevine Cross
- “Our Blood is Wine”
- The 8000 Vintage Mystique

GEORGIA’S WINE APOCRYPHA 



A brief review of...

Georgian

HISTORY

(with the big-H)

...and

Georgian
Culture

(the small-H history)



The long & Short of the Big-H History:
Despite notable achievements...

(such as the development of advanced proto-states like iberia and colchis as 
early as 400bce, and two distinct ‘Golden Ages’ in the 12th & 13th centuries)

...Georgia has endured a Near-continuous series of invasions 
from the 4th century bce (Alexander the Great) straight 
through to the 1800s, when the russians arrived.



THE LAST (TUMULTUOUS) 200+ YEARS
1801 Integration into Russian empire
1922 Integration into USSR 
1991 Independence
1992 Civil War & Aftermath 
2006 Russian Embargo on Georgian Wine *
2008 Border War in S Ossetia (with Russia)

Flag of the Georgian SSR

Marchers in Tbilisi, 1991

* Embargo lasted until 2013 -- eight years in which Georgia lost 90% of its wine export market

Marchers in Tbilisi, 2021



Wine as Community: The Supra & Beyond
- Relatively recent custom as a formalized 

cultural expression, but deeply embedded
- Three Pillars: Hospitality, Abundance, 

Toasting
Wine as Resistance: Guarding Traditions
- Importance of Home Winemaking
- Autochthonous Grapes, 

Autochthonous Techniques
Wine as Identity: Expressing Georgianness 
- What Georgian wines say about Georgia

WINE & GEORGIAN CULTURE



Let’s go WEST!



IMERETI at a glance
- Core region of the west -- 15% of 

total hectares planted
- Terrain: Mountains to north and 

east,Kolkheti plain in west, Rioni 
River valley in center

- Vineyard Elevation: 80-800m
- Climate: Varied. Subtropical in 

southwest,  growing drier further 
to the east

- Soils: Extremely varied, mostly 
heavy clays, humus-rich ‘forest’ 
soils in east and ferrous red soils 
to the west

- PDOs: Sviri 

- Key Varieties: Tsolikouri, Tsitska
Krakhuna, Dzelshavi, Ojaleshi,
Otskhanuri Sapere



GURIA at a glance
- One of the smallest regions in 

production terms, primarily 
known for red wine

- Terrain: Coastal lowlands on 
western edge rising to mountains 
in Southeast and north, Supsa 
River in center

- Vineyard Elevation: 0-500m
- Climate: Subtropical, very humid 

(wettest region in Georgia)  
- Soils: iron-rich red clays over 

basalt, some pockets of Terra Rossa 
and brown soils

- PDOs: n/a

- Key Varieties: Tsolikouri, 
Chkhaveri, Aladasturi



- Key Varieties: Ojaleshi, Chvitiluri, 
Koloshi, Dudughushi

SAMEGRELO at a glance
- Rugged, culturally-distinct region 

with a long (and nearly lost) 
winemaking tradition

- Terrain: Flat towards the coast, 
rising to very high mountains in 
the north and east. River gorges 
and steep cliffs abound.

- Vineyard Elevation: 0-600m
- Climate: Subtropical, wet, similar 

to Guria
- Soils: Ferrous, humus-rich clays in 

flats, argilo-calcaire in the 
mountains.

- PDOs: Salkhino Ojaleshi



RACHA at a glance
- Isolated, mountainous region on 

Georgia’s northern border
- Terrain: Densely-forested and 

mountainous, dominated by Rioni 
River and tributary gorges

- Vineyard Elevation: 400-800m+
- Climate: Long, cold winters and 

short, warm (and increasingly 
rainy) summers

- Soils: some silex and sand in 
pockets but predominantly 
limestone to north and at higher 
elevations

- PDOs: Khvanchkara

- Key Varieties: Tsulukidze Tetra, 
Tsolikouri, Tavkveri, Aleksandrouli, 
Mujuretuli, Ojaleshi



- Key Varieties: Tsolikouri, 
Usakhelouri, Orbeluri Ojaleshi, 
Aleksandrouli, mUjuretuli  

LECHKHUMI at a glance
- Sparsely populated region linked with 

racha to the northeast
- Terrain: Mostly mountainous, 

sloping downward to the west and 
dominated by river gorges (Rioni & 
Lajanuri)

- Vineyard Elevation: Very high -- 600 
to 900m

- Climate: Cold and snowy in higher 
elevations to northeast, warmer and 
wetter towards imereti/Samegrelo

- Soils: Heavy clay-loam in lower 
elevations, more mineral-rich in 
higher elevations. Ample limestone.

- PDOs: Tvishi



SOME IMPORTANT WESTERN WHITE GRAPES (far from exhaustive!)
Tsolikouri (two varieties - Yellow & Green)

Cornerstone white grape of the west, Yellow-fruited, low to medium acidity, medium- to 
full-bodied, often blended. Green variety has more freshness and cut. 

Tsitska
Widely planted in Imereti, often blended. Very high acid and late-ripening. Typically Yellow- and 

green-fruited character. Also widely used for sparkling wines. 
Krakhuna

Means ‘crispy’ in Imeretian. Almost lost but planted widely since early 2000s. Disease-prone, but 
massive flavors (stone & tropical fruits) and good structure. 

Others of interest
Tetra from Racha, Chechipeshi, Kudurauli, etc etc etc.



SOME IMPORTANT RED GRAPES OF THE WEST (also not exhaustive!)
Aladasturi
Once widespread, now returning, particularly in Imereti. Dark blue/black fruit, thin skins. 
Wines are light ruby, bright and fresh with a tangy, spicy profile. 
Ojaleshi
Dominant throughout far west until phylloxera. Now recovering. Likes rocky terroirs. 
Sturdy and juicy fruit that produces round, soft, brambly wines. Orbelurian variant is 
noteworthy and distinct, more fragrant and energetic.
Chkhaveri
Gurian native. Rose-pink and thin-skinned. (More details in a moment!)
Otskhanuri Sapere
Very old variety, widely planted in Imereti and Racha-Lechkhumi. Dark, brooding, very 
intensely-flavored wines. Aglianico-type character. 
Others of interest
Usakhelouri, Aleksandrouli, Mujuretuli, re-emerging Megrelian varieties, etc etc. 



FLIGHT I: THE MOUNTAINS
Igavi Wines

Tsolikouri 2019
Tsilamieri, Lechkhumi

Oda Wines
Orbeluri Ojaleshi 2019

Orbeluri, Lechkhumi



Igavi Wines
Tsolikouri 2019
Tsilamieri, Lechkhumi (Aidan’s marani is in Zeindari, Imereti)

Winemaker: Aidan Raftery

0.2ha vineyard, farmed organically, 30yo vines
Clay topsoil over limestone substrate
Whole bunches, basket pressed direct into tank, 9mos in inox
Zero sulfur, 900 bottles produced



Oda Family Winery
Orbeluri Ojaleshi 2019

Orbeli, Lechkhumi - Marani located in Martvili (Samegrelo)

Winemaker: Keto Ninidze

- Autochthonous variety produced only in this village
- Planted in 1950s on rocky, steep limestone slopes

- Organic since 2017 (uncertified)
- 40% skins for 8mos in inox

- no additional SO2, no filtration. 400 bottles produced.



FLIGHT II: THE PLAINS
Gogita Makaridze
Tsitska 2019
Terjola, Imereti

Vartsikhe Marani
Aladasturi 2019
Baghdati, Imereti



Makaridze Winery
Tsitska 2019
Terjola, Imereti

Winemaker: Gogita Makaridze

0.3ha vineyard, farmed organically, 38yo vines (avg)
Mountain clay soils
Destemmed then direct-pressed into qvevri
7mos elevage, racked into tank for 2mos before bottling 
No sulfur, 1700 bottles produced



Vartsikhe Marani
Aladasturi 2019
Baghdati, Imereti 

Winemaker: Kakha Tchotiashvili

Organically farmed 
19yo vineyard at 225m
Sandy loam soils
Spontaneous ferm. in qvevri 
All skins, No stems
3mos maceration 
Unfined, unfiltered
Minimal SO2 at bottling



FLIGHT III: THE (SUB)TROPICS
Dato’s Wine

Chkhaveri Rosé 2019
Erketi, Guria

Iberieli
Chkhaveri Amber 2019

Sakvavitske, Guria



A WORD ABOUT CHKHAVERI
- Planted mostly in coastal regions (Guria, Adjara, Abkhazia) 

and in Imereti (in mutated form)
- Late-ripening, can reach very high sugar levels while preserving acidity
- Prone to fungal infection -- originally maghlari-trained -- and sensitive to site. 
- Pink-skinned with generally fresh red berry aromas & flavors
- Typically used to produce dry and off-dry rosés and, with less maceration, a pale golden white



Iberieli
Chkhaveri Amber 2019
Sakvavitske, Guria

Winemaker: Zurab Topuridze

0.5ha vineyard, farmed organically
Vines between 5-20yrs old
One week maceration with stems
8mos elevage in qvevri
Total added SO2 - 40mg/l
1800btls produced



Dato’s Wine
Chkhaveri Rosé
Erketi, Guria

Winemaker: Dato Kobidze

Practicing organic
Terra Rossa & Laterite soils
Late harvest (mid-November)
25-day maceration
Minimal Sulfur at bottling
800 bottles produced



QUESTIONS?



REDUX: WHY GEORGIA MATTERS 



FOR MORE INFORMATION
- Visit Wines of Georgia’s homepage: www.winesgeorgia.com

- Read any of these books: 
- Alice Feiring’s For the Love of Wine
- Lisa Granik’s recently published The Wines of Georgia
- Miquel Hudin’s Georgia: A Guide to the Cradle of Wine
- Carla Capalbo’s Tasting Georgia (about the food!)

- AND MOST IMPORTANTLY…



GO TO THE SOURCE! 
VISIT GEORGIA AS SOON AS IT’S SAFE TO DO SO!!! 

CONTACT WINES OF GEORGIA AND LET 
THEM KNOW YOU’RE INTERESTED.


